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Abstract 
The aim of this research is to identify the factors that effect of digital library and its effects 
towards organizational performance. This paper proposes a framework to identify the 
awareness of digital library. In order to achieve this aim, the proposed framework identifies the 
aspect that influence digital library in academic libraries. As a result, the study reveals the 
significance of using of digital library. This paper is also expected to act as a medium to look for 
chances in establishing digital library in academic library widely. 
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1. Introduction 
 Nowadays, most libraries have change to digital libraries to ease their users in 
finding the resources. This is including academic library has start to transform into 
digital library and all resources on digital library are in digital form. Information 
technology facilities has brought more students over the library door and expended the 
number of access to resource. Today, everything can be access most of desired 
information using the internet. Students always explore up-to-date information through 
different media available in the libraries. Awareness of users towards the resources will 
lead to the greater use of resources. New digital era gives opportunities to students in 
approach the valuable of information and knowledge have force student need a study 
into use and information retrieval of available digital resources also the awareness. 
Awareness of digital library in academic library is important especially students because 
in make sure the digital library project success it must be fully utilized by the users. 

The aim of this study is to identify the factors that affect of digital library that 
implemented in academic library. In order to achieve this objective, this research 
proposes a framework to determine awareness in digital library academic library 
environment. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is literature 
review. Proposed framework is in Section 3. Final section contains some concluding 
remarks. 
 
2. Literature Review  

This research is expected to analyze the factors that affect awareness of digital 
library in academic libraries. For the factors awareness of digital library in academic 
library, the focus is on four main aspect; practices, design, challenges and 
implementation, while the effect of digital library practices in academic library to the 
environment are  focused in terms of organizational performance. 

 
2.1 Awareness of digital library 
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Administrators need to decide if electronic resources are fully utilized by 
determined, how to build more the resources and how to choose added electronic 
resources and how to fully utilize the profit of users within a limited budget because 
students’ awareness, utilization and the research skills are important (Anaraki & 
Babalhavaeji, 2018). It gives challenges for information and technology (ICT) rulers and 
it may give challenge to the information professionals in the future to manage of huge 
amount of data. Big data became popular starting 2009 on Google Search since it 
popular and almost 3 million hits in February 2009 (Upadhyay, 2015). Not all important 
records within the collection can necessarily be digitized but only careful selection of the 
materials is essential in order to digitize materials. Library professionals need to realize 
the big data because they just cannot store everything all. They need to choose which 
data need to store and not (Mapulanga, 2013). Approach to information website is one 
of the greater number of university students as the establishment of university library 
website is an effort in research and teaching schools with academic research network 
(Bernaoui & Hassoun, 2015). Based on previous studies, students need to aware the 
utilization of digital resources so that it is not wasted to have digital library.  
 
2.1.1 Practices  

Many libraries make move to change into digital library including academic 
libraries. In Pakistan, around quarter of the libraries are currently committed in 
digitization and it is becoming new phenomenon (Rafiq & Ameen, 2013). The resources 
in the library are used to digitize in order to execute digital library. Main factor for 
digitization and repositories that has been considered are historical artifacts, personal 
papers, and thesis and dissertations (Mapulanga, 2013). The quantity to attract 
students, staff and funding bet on a focus on access to large aspect material by digital 
library users is increasingly competitive on the environment of university operates 
(Adzobu, 2014). The service quality is improved by the strength communication 
between librarian and users in obtain users experience data. Librarians are used real-
time and online tools to provide timely responses such as Facebook, WeChat, Twitter 
and WhatsApp (Xu and Du, 2018).  
 
2.1.2 Design 

Users’ preference, knowledge structure and experience have to take into 
consideration in design of digital libraries. It seems impossible to satisfy all types of 
users need in design a one size fits digital library. In consideration of designation of 
digital library, it must have fulfilled users need (Adzobu, 2014). The disabled users in 
access many libraries are limited or no requirement for meeting the needs. Designing a 
digital library must consider on the disability person because library is for all and not 
only normal person use library. Library need to improve their digital library requirement 
for web access for disabled users (Wilson, 2015). The needs and requirements of target 
users and to provide services that most frequently required by selected users should be 
focus on developing the digital library at the design and prototyping phase. The design 
had been considered on deliver electronic services to target users and not only 
providing access to, or retrieval of and information (Elaiess, 2017). The system quality 
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and ease of use had been improved by take the construction quality of digital library 
system influenced the perceived usefulness (Xu and Du, 2018).  
 
2.1.3 Challenges 

The larger of e-serials expenditures had impact to the expenditures for print 
library materials because the print library materials had sharp decline for print serials. 
The impact electronic resources to the printed resources in the library are very 
significant (Thomas, 2015). Library professionals today need to have skill in technology 
not just in manual but also know how to handle the technology. If they do not know they 
need to learn or just go for courses. Library professionals should reflect to the trend of 
resources nowadays in blended form: electronic and print by the services provided and 
skills consumed (Nnenna, 2015). 
 
2.1.4 Implementation 

A feedback from the users on the prototype digital library is important to be 
evaluated to know whether function or not before its installation and usage by the users. 
It is important to try before launched it because if there is any mistake it can be fixed 
and adjust (Elaiess, 2017). Before implementing the digital library each feedback from 
the users is important so that it can be improved and serve better to the users. The 
feedback need to be documented and if not be documented, it may derive to poor result 
when evaluation of project is done for the expected meaning of comment, corrections, 
suggestions can be changed or lost and the impact on the digitization project (Adzobu, 
2014). The digitization activities in libraries are mention by many university libraries’ 
websites about the availability of electronic resources in their collections but there was 
no factual study ever handle on the present status of the digitization action in university 
libraries (Rafiq and Ameen, 2013). 
 

Table 1. Analysis of Review 

Author Practices Design Challenges Implementation 

Rafiq and Ameen (2013) ✔   ✔ 

Mapulanga (2013) ✔    

Adzobu (2014) ✔ ✔  ✔ 

Wilson (2015)  ✔   

Thomas (2015)   ✔  

Nnenna (2015)   ✔  

Elaiess (2017)  ✔  ✔ 

Xu and Du (2018) ✔ ✔   

 
3. Proposed Framework 

Prior study shows the awareness of digital library on four components which are 
the factor affecting the awareness in digital libraries. Thus, the four components are 
considered as the independent variables while awareness in digital library is considered 
as the dependent variable. Design, practices, challenges and implementation are the 
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main factors that influence awareness of digital library. Figure 1 shows the proposed 
research framework to guide the research. This research is expected to identify the 
factors that could influence awareness in digital library among students and the 
technology. Those factors could be considered in the preparation of implementing digital 
libraries in academic libraries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Independent variables                                                                 Dependent Variables 

 
Figure 1: Proposed research framework 

 
4. Conclusions 

It will lead to the greater use of resources if there is awareness of users towards 
the resources. The performance of digital library is important in order to serve to the 
users meet their needs. Nowadays, academic libraries have changed worldwide. The 
use of internet for the research and academic aim has been expanded. Using digital 
library is to increase the access, preservation, the demand from the users and to reduce 
damages on the resources. We are living in digital era and libraries have responded to 
the demand of digital era in fulfilled the users need. Academic librarians need to 
increase the library projects such as digitizing library collections. Significance on given 
online content and services to students will heightened of web-accessible services in 
the form of e-journal databases, e-books, online limited collections and reference 
recommend a much better. Based on previous study, most authors discuss on the 
practices and design on the digital library and less discuss on challenges.  
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